**H4-3D ADAPTER KIT**

**QUICK START GUIDE**

1. Disconnect cables from landing skids. Then, detach landing skids from Phantom 2. Store landing skids for future use.

2. Install longer landing skids (7mm longer) then reconnect cables.

安装说明

3. First, insert the securing pins through the holes on the highlighted diagonal position shown below. Align gimbal adapter with the four screws holes on the bottom of Phantom 2. Then align the damping unit upper plate with the gimbal adapter. Ensure both the gimbal adapter and the damping unit are aligned the gimbal adapter and the damping unit are aligned with the nose of Phantom 2. Screw the gimbal adapter and the damping unit upper plate in place.

4. Attach the damping unit bottom plate to the upper plate using four vibration absorbers. Insert the securing washer firmly into correct position shown in the position shown below to secure the damping unit. Do not push too hard on the securing pins. Refer to the H4-3D Quick Start Guide for full mounting instructions.

**LEARN MORE : WWW.DJICOM**

安装步骤说明